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How graphic designers rely on intuition as an ephemeral facility 
to support their creative design process
Alwin de Rooij a, Elise Dekkera, Karin Slegers a and Michael Mose Biskjaerb

aDepartment of Communication and Cognition, Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands; bCenter for Digital 
Creativity, School of Communication and Culture, Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark

ABSTRACT
Graphic design is a specialized form of creative practice in which images, 
typography, texts, shapes and other visual elements are created, selected, 
developed and integrated to form a coherent whole that conveys an 
intended message and user experience. Anecdotal evidence suggests 
that intuition is critical in this practice, but exactly how graphic designers 
rely on their intuition to support their creative design process is poorly 
understood. Using cultural probes and semi-structured interviews, this 
qualitative study evidences how twelve professional graphic designers 
relied on intuition as what we will call an ephemeral facility. Intuition was 
discerned as a feeling that briefly enters into consciousness and reinforces 
ongoing, nonconscious decision making, or causes a shift toward con-
scious reasoning strategies. The study reports how the graphic designers 
applied intuition throughout their creative design process––for obtaining 
and selecting information from clients, filling in informational gaps, envi-
sioning a starting point and guiding subsequent actions and evaluations 
necessary for developing the design. This offers new empirically based 
insight into the role and relevance of intuition for progressing the creative 
graphic design process, including the social and material interactions 
therein.
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1. Introduction

Graphic design is a broad domain in the creative industries (Alhajri, 2017) and includes tasks such as 
developing corporate visual identities (CVIs), analogue and digital media content for marketing 
and educational purposes, and signage for wayfinding. Historically, graphic design is closely linked 
to printing (Drucker & McVarish, 2009). Recent decades have seen a dramatic increase in ‘the vast 
and ever-increasing content on the Internet’ (Meggs & Purvis, 2012, p. 550), and although

the tools of design are changing with the advance of technology, [the] essence of graphic design, however, 
remains unchanged. That essence is to give order to information, form to ideas, and expression and feeling to 
artifacts that document human experience. (p. 572)

Graphic designers create, select, develop and integrate many types of elements, e.g. images, 
typography and interactive media to form a coherent whole that can convey an intended message 
and user experience (Alhajri, 2017). Anecdotal evidence suggests that intuition is critical in this 
practice, but exactly how graphic designers rely on intuition to support their creative design process 
is poorly understood (Darwich, 2016).
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According to Luke Carson of Australian design studio Design by Bird, intuition ‘presents a non- 
rational pull prompting us to follow a particular path, explore a seemingly-incongruous idea, or 
form a surprising conclusion’. Graphic designers must ‘hand over the reins, trust our experience, 
and be led willingly wherever intuition takes us’ to ‘arrive at an unexpected but entirely meaningful 
conclusion’ (Carson, 2017, n.p.). Designer Daniel van der Velden of Dutch design studio 
Metahaven has a similar view: ‘intuition plays an important role in everything aesthetic and 
beautiful. As well as in anything political. The most important things in design are decided in 
a split second. Without any justification’ (The politics of aesthetics: What does it mean to design?, 
2011).

This paper moves beyond such anecdotal evidence by presenting a qualitative study that 
contributes insight into how professional graphic designers rely on intuition as what we will call 
an ephemeral facility: A subjective, gradual, momentary experience of sensing a solution, at the 
frontier of consciousness and unconsciousness. We nuance this preliminary definition below. We 
first present related work on the creative process in graphic design and the conceptual complexity of 
intuition herein. We then introduce our method and results and consider suggestions for future 
design research on intuition.

2. Background

2.1. The creative process in graphic design

Graphic design can be seen as a specialized form of creative problem solving (Nini, 2006). Research 
into creative processes in graphic design is limited. The arguably most comprehensive graphic 
design process model was developed by Nini (2006) and contains two phases. First, Investigation 
and Planning involves gathering and analyzing information and user needs. Criteria are formulated 
to develop visual design strategies toward a design solution, thereby setting the design constraints 
and scoping the project. Second, Development & User Testing, consists of an iterative process 
where visual design concepts such as typography, images, colors, layouts and signage elements are 
selected and processed to develop potential graphic design solutions to be tested in-the-wild and 
refined until the design solution is mature enough for the client and users to accept it. Although 
Nini’s (2006) model might seem similar to other design process models (see e.g. Roozenburg & 
Cross, 1991), its domain focus makes it relevant as a guiding matrix for examining the role of 
intuition in the creative process of graphic designers.

2.2. Defining intuiting and intuition

Etymologically, intuition stems from the Latin intueri––to contemplate or look inside (Sadler- 
Smith, 2007). Intuition is different from insight, i.e. the successful result of a mainly logical thinking 
process that can be accounted for (Dane & Pratt, 2007) and denotes a ‘sudden and unexpected 
apprehension of the solution by recombining the single elements of a problem’ (Zander et al., 2016, 
p. 1). Intuition must also be distinguished from instinct, meaning the innate ability to automatically 
respond to stimuli to maximize chances of survival (Dane & Pratt, 2007). The present study assumes 
intuition to be both a process (intuiting) and an outcome (an intuition) (Dane & Pratt, 2007; Dörfler 
& Ackermann, 2012). Intuiting is an often-nonconscious thinking process that is rapid, sponta-
neous and alogical and concerned with a given situation as a whole (Dane & Pratt, 2007; Dörfler & 
Ackermann, 2012), where information from the environment is linked together (Raidl & Lubart, 
2001). This information might come from external stimuli (e.g. surroundings, sounds), memory 
(e.g. knowledge, experiences) or subconscious concerns and emotions. As this synthesis reaches 
completion, an intuition occurs, experienced as a brief positive feeling (Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012; 
Faste, 2017). This brevity of intuition is central. Neuroscientific research has shown that neural 
activity predicting voluntary movement can be discerned as much as ten seconds before a person 
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becomes aware of an urge to move, and, further, that the prefrontal cortex can affect behavior in 
response to clues that do not appear in consciousness (Isenman, 2018, p. xiii). Intuitive cognition is 
thus critical in decision making (Patterson & Eggleston, 2017).

Many definitions of intuition have been suggested (see e.g. Dane & Pratt, 2007, p. 35), often 
through typologies rather than by one clear definition. Raidl and Lubart (2001) differentiated 
between socio-affective intuition (sensitivity toward understanding another person or situation), 
applied intuition (directed toward a problem solution) and free intuition (a feeling of foreboding 
concerning the future). Although Dane and Pratt (2007) argued for intuition as a ‘relatively 
homogenous concept’ (p. 47), they identified three related kinds, or rather facets, of intuition–– 
problem-solving, moral and creative intuition. Sinclair (2010) drew a distinction between intuitive 
expertise (using domain-specific knowledge from accrued expertise), intuitive creation (holistic 
information processing that combines disparate patterns in a new, associative way) and intuitive 
foresight (sensing opportunities or risks hidden to others). Despite minor differences across these 
typologies, they generally agree that intuition cannot arise without the process of intuiting 
(Dijksterhuis & Nordgren, 2006), and that intuiting and intuition are characterized by clear 
individual differences (Policastro, 1995). Scholars also agree that intuition entails a ‘feeling of 
knowing without knowing how or why’ (e.g. Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012; Raidl & Lubart, 2001). 
The consensus seems to be that intuition is ‘reached with little apparent effort, and typically without 
conscious awareness, [and tends to] involve little or no conscious deliberation’ (Hogarth, 2001, p. 14, 
original emphasis) with the addition that speed, holistic experience, learning and certainty are also 
relevant for conceptualizing intuition (Hogarth, 2001).

2.3. Intuition in graphic design

Intuition has seen a rejuvenation as a research topic after having been associated with fringe 
science-like studies. Although several methods for studying intuition have been proposed 
(Sinclair, 2014), intuition in creativity might be the least studied area (Dörfler & Ackermann, 
2012). As opposed to other creative domains such as industrial design (Faste, 2017), haute cuisine 
(Stierand & Dörfler, 2015) and architecture (Çizgen & Uraz, 2019), research on intuition in graphic 
design is limited (Darwich, 2016). In addition, it is often studied indirectly as part of heuristics and 
design fixation (Kannengiesser & Gero, 2019) and (other) non-conscious influences on design 
(Badke-Schaub & Eris, 2014).

This is surprising for two reasons. First, the importance of intuition in graphic design is 
established. Waller (1980) observed how graphic designers often select typography based on 
intuition, reflecting the above testimonials (Carson, 2017; The politics of aesthetics: What does it 
mean to design?, 2011). Second, as Nini’s (2006) process model suggests, graphic design entails 
many creative choices that affect the user experience of all the products and services we rely on 
every day. Such choices range from overall strategic deliberations on a design’s impact on a user 
group, to fastidious choices about hues, font types and sizes. Since no definitive answers exist to 
questions such as whether one should choose Arial font size 24 over 25 for a website headline, 
intuition necessarily informs such decision making.

This essential ‘openness to extra-rational modes of thinking’ (Faste, 2017, p. 3404) among 
graphic designers has prompted the criticism that they ‘work intuitively, without knowing their 
audience’ (Taffe & Barnes, 2010, p. 211). One reason for this alleged tendency, is graphic designers’ 
strong disciplinary affinity with Art and Esthetics, which, the argument goes, might inadvertently 
cause graphic designers to work overly intuitively to fulfil a client’s goals. Involving non-designers 
such as the client or end users in the design process might assumingly lead to a mediocre design 
(Drucker & McVarish, 2009). This argued professional inclination entails that the process of 
graphic design still seems somewhat shrouded in (self-imposed) mystery. This invites anecdotal 
evidence about how graphic designers make creative choices purely based on (esoteric) expert 
intuition. This situation might not change until graphic designers overcome the ‘fear that sharing 
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will “give away” some perceived competitive edge’ (Frascara, 2004, p. 60). In response, Taffe (2017) 
found that co-designing with end users can yield more creative solutions if graphic designers 
relinquish creative control while still relying firmly on their intuition during the creative process.

Nowadays, it seems unlikely that graphic designers would be reluctant to share the details of their 
creative process. Intuition is invaluable (Bennett, 2006) for graphic designers, but they have 
abandoned the idea of ‘relying solely on their intuition’ (p. 17). How, then, might graphic designers 
be cognizant of the intuitive practices they rely on in their creative process? Attempting to answer 
such questions will advance the academic and professional design communities’ understanding of 
design creativity and enable continued development of theory, methods and tools to support 
graphic designers. This qualitative study therefore poses this research question: How do graphic 
designers rely on intuition in their creative process?

3. Method

3.1. Participants

Twelve Dutch professional graphic designers participated in the study (age = 21–61; six self- 
identified as females, six as males). The sample consisted of three junior (one-two years of 
experience), three medior (three-five years) and six senior designers (five+ years). Ten had 
a university degree, two a vocational degree in graphic design. Their work included developing 
corporate visual identities (logo, typeface, imagery and assets, brand guidelines), campaigns (web-
sites, social media advertisements, audio-visual materials, posters, brochures) and publications 
(books, magazines, presentations). All were recruited using purposive sampling. The study was 
approved by the Ethics and Data Management committee of the Tilburg School of Humanities and 
Digital Sciences, Tilburg University, the Netherlands.

3.2. A dual-method approach

Most research on intuition relies on different qualitative techniques such as in-depth interviews and 
content analysis (Faste, 2017), because intuition is often nonconscious and ”inexpressible in words 
or other symbols” (Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012, p. 556). We therefore devised a dual-method 
approach: A cultural probe package and individual semi-structured interviews developed based on 
Visser et al. (2005). All materials are available online via the study’s Open Science Framework (OSF) 
website.1

3.2.1. Cultural probe package
The cultural probe package comprised of three small assignments to be done by the participants. 
This was developed to help participants think about what intuition means to them and how it 
affected their day-to-day graphic design work (Visser et al., 2005). The cultural probe package 
consisted of a leaflet with instructions and three cultural probes: A postcard, a notebook and 
a yellow percentages leaflet (see Figure 1).

The primary purpose of the cultural probe package was to prepare participants for the semi- 
structured interviews. Cultural probes have successfully been deployed to sensitize participants to 
their nonconscious behaviors with the goal of supporting subsequent data collection using inter-
view techniques (Visser et al., 2005). Intuition, and especially intuiting, is largely nonconscious 
(Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012). Sensitization before an interview thus supports the elicitation of 
a sufficiently rich data set during a later interview. The secondary purpose of the package was to 
support explanation and interpretation during the subsequent interviews (see below).

The cultural probe package was deployed approximately one week before the interview, and 
participants were free to choose themselves when to do each assignment within that week. 
Deployment within a single week was chosen to strike a balance between providing our professional 
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participants with sufficient flexibility to do the assignments when it suited them, while ensuring that 
their memories were still fresh enough to support the interview, but also to prevent attrition that 
may result from long(er) deployment periods.

3.2.1.1. Postcard. To sensitize participants to their own understanding of intuition, a blank post-
card was provided, instructing participants to explain to a graphic design student their view on 
intuition, using the front of the postcard for a visualization and the back for a supplementary 
explanation (Figure 1(a,b)). This cultural probe item lent itself well to sketching and drawing 
(Schenk, 1991), and was executed first to induce reflection and support the construct validity of the 
subsequent probes and semi-structured interview.

3.2.1.2. Notebook. To sensitize the participants to when and how intuition would occur in their 
work, a notebook was offered with the instruction to make a note to try to explain when, why and 
how intuition occurred (Figure 1(c)). The participants were free to put as much effort into this as 
they wanted throughout the week. This approach was intended to support the descriptive validity of 
the subsequent semi-structured interviews.

3.2.1.3. Percentages. To sensitize the participants to the degree that intuition played in their 
creative design process, a yellow two-page leaflet was provided on which participants could 

Figure 1. Cultural probe package (1 (a)). Examples of postcard (P09, P08) (1 (b)), notebook entry (P09) (1 (c)), percentages leaflet 
(P09) (1 (d)).
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assign percentages (in sum, 100%) to sources of information that had informed their graphic 
design process and the importance of intuition (Figure 1(d)). In addition to intuition, input 
from colleagues, competitor analysis, inspirational materials and input target group could be 
added, as could other sources of information. The probe could be executed at any moment. This 
probe was designed to support the descriptive validity of the subsequent semi-structured 
interview.

3.2.2. Semi-structured interviews
Individual semi-structured interviews were conducted to capture a sufficiently rich data set to suit 
the exploratory nature of the study and enable high ecological validity (Wengraf, 2001). Each 
interview started with the collection of socio-demographic information, i.e. age, self-identified 
gender, education, work experience, expertise and use of tools, and then addressed graphic design, 
design creativity and intuition as well as the interrelatedness of these three themes. Participants 
were encouraged to use the cultural probes and examples of their work to aid their explanations. 
What information was shared was up to the participants, so not all of the cultural probes were 
reviewed as part of the interview. Visual assignments were used as talking points in the interviews, 
which was assumed to aid the designers’ ability to express their thoughts during the interview. 
Participants were asked to define graphic design, describe their day-to-day creative design work, 
visualize their creative design process on paper (A4) and elaborate on the stages involved. Nini’s 
(2006) process model served as a common starting point to establish a consensual terminology 
across participants. Participants were asked to define intuition and elaborate on the distinction 
between process (intuiting) and outcome (intuition) in their own (nonscientific) words. To support 
further elaboration on how they typically relied on intuition in their creative design process, 
participants visualized on paper (A3) how this reliance would change in their creative design 
process. They also explained when they used intuition, and why it was useful (or not) to rely on 
intuition; particularly focusing on design creativity. All interviews were carried out by the second 
author, who is a graphic designer by education and profession, which benefits interpretation 
validity. The interviews were audio-recorded (with explicit participant consent) and transcribed. 
We refer to the OSF page for further details about the questions, visual materials and structure used 
in the semi-structured interviews.1

3.3. Procedure

Potential participants were initially selected by browsing online portfolios of graphic designers in 
the region. Further selection criteria were that 1) the online portfolio matched the profile of 
a professional graphic designer (including projects for clients); and that 2) the portfolio suggested 
the graphic designer would regularly execute the full graphic design process (from briefing to final 
design). Many screened graphic designers worked in a business where they e.g. only developed 
design solutions, and so this would not enable them to comment on the role of intuition in other 
stages of the graphic design process as well. They were therefore excluded. If the above requirements 
were met, each selected graphic designer received an e-mail with information about the study and 
an invitation to participate. If the response was positive, two face-to-face meetings were scheduled 
approximately one week apart. In the first meeting, one of the authors visited the participant at their 
workplace to elaborate on the study, sign informed consent and deliver the cultural probe package. 
In the following week, each participant was free to choose when to execute the assignments in the 
package at their workplace. Then, each participant was revisited for a 20–40-minute interview. Each 
package and the other interview materials were collected, and the participant was thanked and 
offered to be informed about future findings. Since the author carrying out the interviews is 
a graphic designer, we followed Reich’s (2017) research proposition, i.e. that design researchers 
should use design knowledge, methods and tools in designing their research, because such an 
approach improves outcomes.
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3.4. Data analysis

Standard qualitative methods of interpretative analysis were used (Miles & Huberman, 1994; 
Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009). All audio data was fully transcribed, visualizations and cultural 
probes were digitized and all data was pseudonymised. First, units of coding were chosen based 
on an elaborate analysis of the transcriptions by the second author, who also conducted the 
interviews. Inductively generated codes served as guides to iteratively develop an initial coding 
scheme. This first coding process was designed to provide an initial and detailed overview of the 
themes present within the data, and how they would relate to the stages in Nini’s (2006) creative 
design process. Transcribed interviews were coded focusing on the themes. Quotes deemed 
essential were placed in the relevant cells within the table. The first author reviewed the data 
transcripts to ensure all interpretation would err toward caution, thereby minimizing the risk of 
over-interpretation (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). The filled-out cultural probe assignments referred 
to in the interviews and the visualization assignments were reviewed alongside the interview 
transcripts to support interpretation. In the transcripts, participants would often refer to some-
thing in the probes or visualizations that they did not describe verbally, but did show during the 
interviews. This approach served to recreate that situation where needed. The resulting initial 
coding table is available at the study’s OSF page.1 Finally, the first and fourth author used 
thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) to condense the richly-coded data set into the following 
overarching themes: 1) Graphic design definitions and process; 2) Intuition in graphic designers’ 
creative design process, and 3) Reasoning depends on intuition. These resulting overarching 
themes were used to structure the Results section below.

4. Results

4.1. Definitions and process

4.1.1. Graphic design according to graphic designers
When asked to define graphic design, the participants initially refused to be concise. As P12 
explained,

Graphic design is [. . .] constantly evolving [. . .] It can be the way you guide people from A to 
B. Multidisciplinary. [It] is constantly shifting and differs to everyone. The fact I find it hard to define it 
already says something [. . .] It goes along with subareas and never stands on its own.

When probed further, some consistency emerged. Participants said graphic design involved visua-
lizing information (P01, P03, P06, P07, P09, P10), creating concepts (P03, P07, P09, P10), combin-
ing text and image (P03, P08, P11) and imagining a story (P03, P06, P07, P09). P07 captured the gist 
of these descriptors, stating how a graphic designer is a ‘visual ambassador of the client’ hired to 
communicate visually a certain story to a target audience.

4.1.2. The creative design process of graphic designers
When asked to outline their creative design process, participants showed consensus. All parti-
cipants engaged in information gathering, analysis, scoping and planning. Information gather-
ing served to identify needs and problems via a client briefing. Gathered information was 
analyzed and unpacked by further research. Criteria were set and a strategy developed for the 
remainder of the creative design process, which entailed creating design concepts, gathering 
feedback and reaching a design solution. Design concepts of varying levels of fidelity were 
produced, selected and presented to the client (P03, P06, P08, P09), colleagues (P05, P10) or 
family or friends (P10) to get feedback. This feedback informed the creation of design solutions 
until the final design was reached. Participants alternated frequently between these stages (P03, 
P10, P12).
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4.1.3. Intuition according to graphic designers
The participants defined intuition as a phenomenon or outcome of a cognitive process in two ways. 
Five participants defined intuition as knowledge, skills and past experience contained in memory, 
retrieved and used nonconsciously (P01, P02, P03, P04, P12). As P02 said, ‘Intuition secretly is 
knowledge’. Alternatively, five participants defined intuition as a feeling, the opposite of reason 
(P05, P06, P07, P08, P10). P07 said: ‘When you ask yourself “Does it feel good?” and you say yes or 
no to that question without reasoning, that decision is made by intuition’.

4.2. Intuition in graphic designers’ creative design process

4.2.1. Origins of intuition
All participants suggested intuition emerges from memories coming together with external stimuli. 
P09 referred to a drawing on the postcard (Figure 1(b), left), saying:

That man sitting there represents me. Around him are all kinds of influences, such as what you have learned 
and taken in. So, books, music, happy feelings, graphic design skills. These elements are connected to me. In 
addition, there are some undefinable elements. These I have visualised as a rainbow and stars and some other 
abstract shapes. By taking all these things in, it creates a window which, eventually, will help you to take your 
design across the finish line.

Common memories mentioned include previous experiences (P01, P02, P03, P04, P07, P08, P1, 
P11, P12), knowledge (P03, P04, P05, P08, P09, P12) and background and education (P02, P03, P6). 
External stimuli included the direct environment (P05, P06, P07, P08, P09, P10, P11), inspirational 
materials (P06, P07, P08), the client brief (P05, P11) and impressions (P02). Emotion was also 
mentioned (P09).

4.2.2. Use of intuition according to the graphic designers
When asked to elaborate on when they used their intuition, all participants suggested that 
intuition was critical in their creative design process. Three participants relied upon intuition 
for information gathering to obtain and select information when working with clients, and later 
to fill in gaps in case of uncertainty about the utility of information provided by a client (P02, P05, 
P09). P09 described how ‘you have to ask proper questions’ at the beginning to obtain informa-
tion, which requires intuition. P10 noted how intuition is used to select information relevant to 
advance the creative process: ‘Your intuition needs to assist you to recognize things you can pick 
up on’. Others relied less on their intuition, but admitted this was not always possible (P03, P10). 
As P10 said, ‘It starts with listening, that’s not intuitive. [. . .] However, you can’t completely 
switch it off.’

The participants were less vocal about the use of intuition during information analysis, scoping 
and planning. However, P02 stated that when the client’s input turned out to not be sufficiently 
clear, intuition later helped to fill in the gaps. According to P02, ‘When you are talking about 
intuition, you have to try to think what your client thinks, and hope they think that as well’, 
elaborating how intuition functions when developing a strategy and setting criteria,

[. . .] that bit of intuition: What makes you believe how another person works, and how you yourself work. 
That intuition provides a starting point for making [design concepts], and when things are not clear, you 
follow your intuition to fill the gaps.

All participants used their intuition when creating design concepts. The section on gut feelings 
(below) provides detail.

For all but three participants (P02, P05, P11), intuition was decreasingly relied upon after 
gathering feedback on their design concepts. Just as during information gathering, intuition was 
instrumental in obtaining and selecting information as well as when filling in gaps in the informa-
tion obtained. To get relevant feedback, ‘You need your intuition to present a design to the client’ 
(P11), and in the absence of (appropriate) feedback, intuition was used to fill in the gaps (P02, P05). 
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Three participants noted that information gathering would not require intuition at all (P03, 
P06, P08).

The moment the design solution was finished marked another low point in reliance on intuition. 
The final graphic design simply needed to meet the set criteria. However, for three participants 
(P05, P09, P11), intuition could also be critical here. As P09 stated, ‘In the end, you still need your 
intuition to have a good feeling about the final design’.

4.2.3. Use of gut feelings according to the graphic designers
When creating design concepts, and to some extent design solutions, five participants (P05, P06, 
P07, P08, P10) claimed to often design based on their gut feelings. Gut feelings facilitated 
envisioning the design before creating design concepts, guiding actions to manipulate design 
materials, and evaluating the results of these actions during the creation of design concepts and 
design solutions. Three participants (P01, P02, P09) reported how envisioning a general direc-
tion provided a starting point for the design concepts. As P09 explained, ”It was related to the 
building industry, so pretty quickly I had a perspective projection in my head, which was 
supposed to represent some kind of building.” All participants reported using their gut feeling 
to inform which creative actions to undertake to manipulate their materials in order to achieve 
a relevant design. As P01 said, ‘Yesterday, I designed an animation, and how you make one 
image flow smoothly into another is not something you sort out. That is something you do by 
feeling’. The relationship between intuition and evaluations of the consequences of these actions, 
in turn, was described as a feeling that the actions undertaken were pushing the design in the 
proper direction, a ‘yes-moment’ (P09) or something that ‘feels right’ (P07). For example, ‘when 
you have to choose a certain color [. . .] Like, I choose yellow and that feels right, then it is 
intuition. But when you choose yellow because it means happiness and positivity, it is not 
intuition’ (P07).

Intuition also played a role in higher-level evaluations and decisions, such as the choice of which 
design concepts, and ultimately design solution, to share with the client (or others) (P03, P06, P09, 
P11). P06 once designed a logo for a company, and his gut feeling helped choose the best option 
from his sketches, ‘We tried many different compositions, and eventually we chose the design that 
felt best and was right’.

4.3. Reasoning depends on intuition

4.3.1. Consciousness and nonconsciousness
Participants frequently discussed conscious and nonconscious subprocesses. During information 
gathering, information gained nonconsciously complemented information obtained consciously 
(P02, P08, P11). As P11 reported, ‘Direct input from the client you gain consciously. 
Environmental information, like your client’s office or clothing style, is gained nonconsciously.’ 
Information analysis and research were often said to be driven by conscious processes to which 
nonconscious processes contributed (P01, P04, P05, P12). Although the interviews provided 
limited insight, P01 explained that ‘When collecting information, you don’t think a lot [. . .] 
you just look and internalize what you see.’ P03 and P05 mentioned that establishing a strategy 
and criteria partly happens nonconsciously. As results of nonconscious subprocesses enter into 
consciousness, they serve as inspiration and are acted upon consciously. P03 outlined it thus: 
‘Establishing criteria [. . .] partly happens nonconsciously [. . .] I see something and realize that 
could have potential. Then, I zoom in on that consciously, resulting in guidelines. Those 
I establish consciously’.

While working with design materials in creating design concepts and design solutions, two 
behavioral patterns were reported, i.e. nonconscious processes are acted upon when they enter into 
awareness, and the nonconscious processes in designing are checked consciously for correctness 
(P03, P04, P05, P11). P05 described the former:
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I think you act on things you experience nonconsciously. This acting, so the moment you do something, is 
conscious [. . .] When you see two different shapes and your feeling tells you that you have to choose one, that 
thought is nonconscious and the acting is conscious.

Nonconscious subprocesses were said to emerge in cases of markedly low (P04) and high (P05, P12) 
uncertainty about what to do. P04 stated that ‘Sometimes, you make a conscious decision: Blue for 
business, green for bio-industry. Whenever the decision is less obvious, you let yourself be guided 
by nonconscious processes, and thus by intuition’. P05, on the other hand, stressed also that 
applying ‘basic graphic design rules you have learned during your studies’ is often guided by 
nonconscious processes. Such patterns also arose when participants described alternations between 
intuition and reasoning.

4.3.2. Intuition and reason
The above behavioral patterns resonated with participants’ descriptions of how they believed 
intuition and reason complement each other. Seven participants (P03, P04, P06, P08, P09, P10, 
P11) suggested that when intuition occurs, this inspires, as it were, how to take the creative design 
process forward by reasoning which steps to take next. P03 put it this way,

Sometimes you are working nonconsciously and suddenly you see something cool, which you develop further. 
That development you do by reasoning. [. . .] For example, a line in the grid could go either way and connect things 
to each other. That arose purely out of intuition. I saw it happen, played with it and reinforced it with reason.

Five participants (P03, P04, P05, P08, P11) said that intuition (also) requires a so-called conscious 
check. Through reasoning, this critical check reviews if a given intuition fits within the constraints 
set for the particular graphic design project, thereby serving to correct the continued direction for 
the hitherto intuitively conceived creative design process. P08 used the postcard to explain this. He 
visualized intuition as a tree branching into different directions guided by his intuition with design 
project constraints as the brackets around the tree (Figure 1(b), right).

5. Discussion

The idea that intuition pervades creative processes is not new. As Poincaré and Crosswhite (1969) 
stated half a century ago, ‘logic and intuition have each their necessary role. Each is indispensable. 
Logic, which alone can give certainty, is the instrument of demonstration; intuition is the instru-
ment of invention’ (p. 210). Our aim was to push beyond such widespread understandings and 
examine in more detail how professional graphic designers more concretely resort to intuition when 
engaged in creative design processes.

5.1. Intuition as an ephemeral facility

The graphic designers, we argue, rely on intuition as what we will call an ephemeral facility that 
serves to support their creative design process. We outline the grounds for this neologism below.

The data analysis revealed that graphic designers viewed intuiting as the nonconscious applica-
tion of knowledge, past experiences and other types of memories to make creative decisions. This 
aligns with existing definitions of intuition in design creativity (e.g. Darwich, 2016; Faste, 2017). In 
the creative design process, intuiting was shaped by information contained in these memories 
combined with external stimuli, particularly from participants’ direct external environment and 
inspirational materials (Laing & Masoodian, 2016). This to some extent confirms work by Raidl and 
Lubart (2001) where intuiting is seen as a ‘perceptual process, constructed through a mainly 
subconscious act of linking disparate elements of information: 1) external stimuli, 2) memory, 3) 
emotions, and 4) subconscious concerns’ (p. 219). In the present study, the most significant 
elements were found to be external stimuli and memory, whereas emotions were only reported 
by one participant (P06), and the analysis revealed no evident examples of subconscious concerns.
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The graphic designers’ intuition enabled them to engage in ‘designing by feeling’ (P08), as the 
results of their nonconscious creative decisions entered into consciousness very briefly as a positive 
feeling. This prompted a sense of reassurance, i.e. that something felt right (P07), which increased 
certainty about creative decisions taken nonconsciously, signaling that their intuitive work could be 
relied and acted upon to carry their creative design process forward. This aligns with earlier 
suggestions that an intuition, as the outcome of intuiting, is experienced as a (positive) feeling 
(Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012) and is critical for the progression of the creative design process (Raidl 
& Lubart, 2001).

The results further suggested that reasoning could depend on intuition in the creative graphic 
design process. Two cases stood out:

(1) Inspiration: A positive feeling that prompts tracing back nonconscious creative decisions 
and consciously reason out the next creative steps to be taken;

(2) Conscious check: A positive feeling that prompts a conscious check, e.g. to ensure that 
intuition had not led to violations of the set design criteria.

These results are in accordance with Faste’s (2017) auto-ethnographic study of a free design task, 
which suggested that intuition helped to guide conscious approaches taken in the creative design 
process. This included working out creative decisions necessary to generate novel designs, support-
ing inspiration and curiosity, evaluating (intermediate) designs, and supporting critical thought 
about the creative direction needed to be undertaken. Similarly, the results align with previous work 
by Taura and Nagai (2017), who conjectured that the creative design process comprises stages of 
intuition and gut feeling that are subsequently followed by analysis or synthesis. The present study 
augments these insights by showing that some graphic designers also employ a conscious check that 
is prompted by an intuition, which lets them correct their intuiting on-the-fly at a given point in 
a creative design process.

On this basis, we argue that the role of intuition among graphic designers may best be 
characterized as an ephemeral facility. Given the tangible connotations of the term instrument 
(Poincaré & Crosswhite, 1969), the neologism we propose aims to better capture the elusive and 
transitory nature of intuition as a feeling that only briefly enters into consciousness (ephemeral). In 
this view, the notion of ‘instrument’ could be seen as something the subject constructs, and to some 
extent is able to control; a perspective that bears some resemblance to the philosophy of Rabardel 
(Laisney & Chatoney, in press). Moreover, intuition reinforces ongoing nonconscious creative 
decisions. This points to its enabling cognitive potential when applied in a creative graphic design 
process (facility). The latter happens by eliciting certainty that some creative decisions can either be 
relied upon and sustained, such as P09’s ‘yes moment’ or, conversely, can cause a shift toward an 
increased reliance on conscious reasoning, such as P03’s intuition that something has potential, 
prompting him to ‘zoom in on that consciously, resulting in guidelines’. We intentionally do not use 
the term ‘competence’, as this is semantically very complex and often used interchangeably with 
‘ability’, ‘skill’, ‘aptitude’, etc. (Weinert, 1999). Our use of the term ‘facility’ is informed by Watson’s 
(2018) ‘epistemic facility’, which captures the cognitive (and epistemic) aspects of expert authority 
in a given domain, in this case graphic design. Figure 2 below sums up how intuition serves as an 
ephemeral facility during the creative design process of graphic designers.

These findings further suggest that this ephemeral facility aids social and material interactions 
and decisions about when to switch from one stage to another in the creative design process.

5.2. Intuition Is critical for social interactions

Social interactions were necessary during information gathering and the gathering of feedback, and 
sometimes as a (imagined) resource for information analysis, scoping and planning. Here, some 
graphic designers reported that intuition could help where reasoning fell short; in particular in cases 
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of uncertainty about what the client wanted, what the graphic designers believed their target group 
wants, and how this best aligned with what the graphic designers themselves needed (or wanted) in 
order to carry the creative design process forward. In such instances, the graphic designers relied on 
intuition to:

● Obtain information by formulating questions to elicit information during information and 
feedback gathering;

● Select information that appears relevant during information and feedback gathering;
● Fill in gaps when information gathered turned out to be insufficient during information 

analysis, scoping or planning.

This suggests that some professional graphic designers developed a blend of what Raidl and Lubart 
(2001) called socio-affective intuition and applied intuition (see above). During social interactions, 
this special kind of intuition was applied to acquire information needed to execute the creative design 
process effectively and solve the graphic design problem at hand. To the best of our knowledge, the 
present study is the first to provide empirical evidence for these specialized types of intuition in the 
context of professional graphic design practice and, quite possibly, in design in general.

5.3. Intuition is critical for material interactions

Material interactions were central when the graphic designers worked with design materials to 
create design concepts and design solutions. In situations where it was not yet obvious how to 
proceed, intuition enabled the graphic designers to feel through stages of a high level of uncertainty 
in their creative design process to keep momentum. The same behavioral pattern could be discerned 
in stages of a high level of certainty, where the tried-and-true path could be followed. There, the 
graphic designers relied on intuition to:

● Envision a starting point for the design, i.e. a vague direction needed to begin creating design 
concepts;

● Act by manipulating design materials to create design concepts and solutions to ensure an apt 
design;

Figure 2. How graphic designers rely on intuition as an ephemeral facility to progress their creative design process.
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● Evaluate results of the creative decisions and guiding the next actions to be taken to ensure an 
apt design.

The relevance of design materials for ideation is established (e.g. Biskjaer et al., 2017; Schön, 
1992). While studying how novel ideas and concepts emerge, Hutchins (2005) argued that materials 
can serve as ‘material anchors’ in a conceptual blending process in case the blend is so complex that 
it becomes too cognitively taxing. We speculate that there could be a connection between the 
familiar experience of ‘knowing without knowing how or why’ (e.g. Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012) 
and the cognitive mechanisms by which a conceptual blend such as a design concept emerges. This 
would relate to Dane and Pratt (2007) creative intuition or Sinclair’s (2010) intuitive creation. 
Pursuing this in depth, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.4. Intuition is critical throughout the creative design process

Some graphic designers also relied upon intuition for switching between some stages in their 
creative design process:

● Planning-Creating design concepts. A positive feeling during scoping and planning that signals 
alignment of the understanding of the needs and problems of the client, target group and 
graphic designers themselves, which helps to decide when to start creating design concepts;

● Creating design concepts-Gathering feedback. Positive feelings about design concepts signal 
that these could be presented to the client (or others) to gather feedback;

● Creating design solutions-Final design. A positive feeling about a created design solution helps 
to decide when to finalize and share with the client.

Such decisions are typically framed as being based mainly on experience, such as in Schön’s 
(1983) (practical) knowing-in-action, and rational decision-making (Nini, 2006). The present study 
shows that intuition not only complements, but indeed also contributes to these decisions, possibly 
in a way that resembles Sinclair’s (2010) intuitive foresight by sensing opportunities (or risks) that 
seem hidden to others. These insights are summarized in Figure 3 below.

5.5. Limitations

Although we followed Visser et al. (2005) and made efforts to sensitize the graphic designers to their 
use of intuition before the semi-structured interviews, this procedure might not suffice for enabling 
the participants to report comprehensively how they regularly and consistently might employ and 
experience intuition in a creative graphic design process. Compared to other such process stages, 
less data was captured specifically on how intuition informs information analysis, scoping, planning 
and gathering feedback. This prioritization might affect the results’ descriptive validity. While the 
English language distinguishes between intuiting and intuition, the Dutch language (as spoken by 
the participants during the data collection) does not. Since this distinction is of theoretical 
relevance, the research team was forced to conjecture this distinction semantically based on textual 
indicators of process (intuiting) and outcome (intuition) contained in the data transcripts. This 
might have had a small impact on the results’ construct validity; however, we wish to stress that the 
participants were all able to differentiate between process and outcome using their own words. As 
Figure 2 indicates, the study did not contain any rich data on how reasoning is (also) crucial in the 
creative design process of graphic designers. Although most design decisions about checks and 
balances in client-based professional design practice are made rationally, this study cannot lend any 
substantial evidence to support further insights into this particular perspective. We have focused 
exclusively on the domain of professional graphic design, and so the data obtained herein cannot 
suggest how intuition might pervade creative processes in related domains such as interaction 
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design or media art. Also, the sampling criteria used might have also introduced some degree of 
sampling bias. Next to participants being Dutch, their portfolios also needed to suggest that they 
executed the full graphic design process on a regular basis, potentially causing a biased selection 
toward participants who often work on a freelance basis. These limitations are relevant for the 
results’ external validity. Finally, since the analysis in this qualitative study is based on how the 
graphic designers report on understanding, using and relying upon intuition, this approach 
inevitably limits the study’s overall reliability and validity.

5.6. Future work

The results of the present study provide a rich basis for future work. We propose two immediate 
paths. Firstly, our research design has intentionally favored breadth over depth. The role of 
intuition in supporting social and material interactions in particular seems a fruitful starting 
point for more in-depth future research. A promising place to start would be Hutchins (2005) 
work on distributed cognition and material anchors, predictive processing accounts of ideation 
(Valtulina & de Rooij, 2019) and Schön’s (1992) design as a reflective conversation with the 
materials of a design situation. This might yield a more detailed model of intuition in creative 
graphic design processes, as graphic design practice is heavily based on working with concrete 
(mainly visual) materials. Secondly, the results suggest that graphic designers use their intuition as 
an ephemeral facility that emerges from the combination of memory, e.g. knowledge and previous 
experiences, and external stimuli, e.g. environmental stimuli and inspirational materials. This begs 
the question whether––and if so, how––intuition can be trained, ranging from learning to use the 
right knowledge, heuristics, and stimuli, to when and for what to rely on intuition or not. A starting 
point could be to study how intuition relates to Csikszentmihalyi’s (2008) seminal concept of flow, 
especially among experts in a given domain, and to the closely related phenomenon design fixation, 
which has explored in detail the effects of stimuli and inspirational materials on creativity 

Figure 3. The roles of intuition in the creative process of graphic designers. Figure shows the creative graphic design process 
according to the participants (middle of image); where and how intuition weighs in on decisions to move from one stage in the 
creative process to the next (top of image); and where and how, within the stages of the creative process, intuition facilitates 
social (bottom left) and material (bottom right) interactions.
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(Vasconcelos & Crilly, 2016). This research trajectory requires more insight into when intuition is 
effective––or ineffective or even detrimental––to creative design practice, how it is learned, and 
when it should be favored over reasoning. Investigating in detail how expert designers rely on 
intuition as compared to novice designers (see e.g. Stierand & Dörfler, 2015) seems like an 
expedient avenue for exploring how one might train intuition to become an even more efficient 
ephemeral facility. Such studies would be very valuable to graphic design education, professional 
practice and, not least, future interdisciplinary research on how to best advance our currently 
limited understanding of the critical and complex role of intuition in creative design processes.

Note

1. The cultural probes, semi-structured interview questions, visual support materials and initial coding table can 
be found at https://osf.io/qy8z5/ Please contact the corresponding author for access to the pseudonymized 
dataset.
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